
The Music Producer

A POV look at what an identified consumer persona is looking for in a next gen PC kit

Executive summary

Part of the art and science of marketing computer equipment is to know your 
audience. Identifying market segments according to a typical user lets you 
isolate and design the best marketing approaches to reach them, and part of 
that is to speak their language. 

Music’s my life. We converted the downstairs basement area a couple of years ago so I 

could move down into it and have somewhere to work. My parents and friends laugh at that 

– they call it a bedroom – but apart from a bed everything else down here is devoted to my 

music; discovering it, creating it and sharing it.

 To make and publish music today you have to rely on computers, the internet and 

technology, but that’s not the stuff I’m most interested in. If it helps me make and share 

my music I’ll use it, but I don’t have time to figure stuff out that takes me away from what 

inspires me.

 My room was getting kind of cluttered with one machine to do this and another to do 

that. I used to hate having to change over from one to another, there’s always some cord to 

untangle or plug in. The posters of classic albums and dance parties on my walls are more 

important to me than any computer.

 Well, almost. Since I got my Intel 2 in 1 I’ve come pretty close to loving technology as 

much as music, but only because it makes the time between creating it and sending it out so 

much faster and easier.

 I can hook just about any instrument or digital music system to my 2 in 1 and it’s powerful 

enough to process and store it as fast as I can play it. The effects and editing software gives 

me so much more control and lets me concentrate on where the beat’s taking me rather 

than working out how to use some computer program.

 It really becomes the nerve centre that brings every step together, and it does it without 

getting in the way. When a beat in a song you’re listening to hits you and you just want to see 

what you can do with it, or when you wake up in the morning with a sound in your head from 

a dream, you’ve got to hurry to capture it.

 That’s when I’m in the zone, and the last thing I want is to interrupt the flow to jump 

between machines and computers. I’ve got time to plug something in, start something up 

and start playing – that’s it.

 At a certain point you know it’s ready. You’ve recorded it, made a couple of adjustments 

in the edit, added some effects and exported it to play and send out. At that stage I move 

into a totally different mindset – I put on something slow with a low bass or easy chilled beat, 

move over to the couch, put a DVD on and start sending it out.

 When I’m in that chillout mode, I used to grab a tablet or my old PC laptop and see what 

was happening on Facebook with my friends and send the track out to see who liked it.

 Now I find I take the 2 in 1 to the couch with me. When you unhook your system and 

other devices you can just unclip the keyboard and it’s as good or better than a tablet. The 

screen’s a decent size, it’s really light and portable and it feels like a completely different 

machine when it’s on my desk connected to the mixing deck or electronic keyboard.
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 I love how quick everything happens when you upload a track and people can hear it and 

comment straight away. There’s a buzz left over from putting it together and when you can 

see that people are enjoying it straight away it’s an awesome feeling.

 I timed myself once – it took an hour from laying down the first beat of a new song to 

getting my first like online. At the time it felt really amazing that I’d done it all on my 2 in 1, 

now it’s just the normal way I do it. n 
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